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EDITORIAL

EDITORIAL

Constantly improving cleaning
User-oriented and innovative solutions for the cleaning sector

Eckart Schwamborn, CEO

or general cleaning have reached their limits. Instead of re-
placing those floors, it can make sound financial sense to en-
gage in mechanical prevention or remedial work to restore 
them and/or to provide floors with long-term protection.

Innovative solutions

The versatility of our range of options stems less from the 
number of machines we offer and more from the configura-
tion of machine and cleaning tool. Influencing factors here 
are: The size of the surface to be treated, the properties of 
the substrate, use as an industrial or a design floor, tasks 
involved in general or maintenance cleaning and prevention 
or renovation, to name just a few key examples.  

In close consultation, especially with our Applications En-
gineering staff, there to support After-Sales Service for our 
customers, we are continuously developing innovative new 
products that serve the practical needs of their users. Not 
least for this reason, we have a wide range of new cleaning 
and polishing pads in our new product programme. These 
meet our customers' wishes for greater floor coverage, re-
source-conserving sustainability and for easier handling by 
cleaning staff (more from page 8). The OES 430, our first 
oscillating cleaning machine, is another outcome of this in-
creased demand for enhanced user-friendliness combined 
with improvements in cleaning performance. 

To give you an overview of the entire performance range 
and potential applications for our machines and cleaning 
accessories, we have placed great emphasis on creating im-
proved transparency in this catalogue. This enables you to 
find the right accessories for any given machine and for your 
specific requirements – to enable you to tackle floors even 
better than ever before. 

We wish you a really good read

“With us, you will clean floors 
really well”, is what we have 
been promising our custo-
mers in the cleaning sector for 
many years. We aim to provi-
de you with the best possible, 
the most efficient, the most 
ergonomic and the most in-
novative of hi-tech cleaning 
machines.

Constantly new and innovati-
ve building materials lead to 
changing solutions that also 
possess great architectural 
appeal. At the same time, 
the requirements for general 
cleaning and maintenance 

cleaning as well as renovation work to maintain structural 
integrity are becoming more demanding in relation to ergo-
nomics, cost-effectiveness and environmental sustainability. 
In answer to this, we develop and build innovative, user-ori-
ented solutions with Made in Germany mechanical enginee-
ring and our own department for R&D, including Production. 

Prevention and renovation, important aspects of cleaning 
work

Depending on the degree of soiling and wear, there comes 
a point for almost every floor where maintenance cleaning 
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For more than 85 years, we have been providing complete 
solutions for floors to perfection, and to a Made in Germany 
standard of quality.

With our slogan ‘With us, you get great floors’ we are promi-
sing you two things: Firstly, by using our products, you will 
obtain perfect floors, and secondly, we help you to extend 
your competitive edge. That is because we develop our pro-
ducts in seamless collaboration with professional users and 
we innovate ceaselessly. 

At all times, we stand for economy, reliability, performance 
and ease of operation. Our products look after your work-
force while also saving you time and money.

Schwamborn single-disc machines have a versatile range of 
uses and have been used worldwide for many years by leading 
companies – for gleaming and clean results.

With us, you get great floors …

CLEANING WITH SCHWAMBORN

CLEANING WITH SCHWAMBORN

Wet cleaning 

Shampooing 

Polishing 

Spray-cleaning 

Crystallisation 

Decoating 

Grinding 

Dust extraction 

Joining 

Smoothing of screed surfaces 

Smoothing of concrete surfaces 

Weed removal

Options for use:
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POLISHING WITH SCHWAMBORN

Modern cleaning begins with sustainable protection of floors 
with exceptionally high levels of use. Because they are quick 
and easy to work with, with great load-bearing properties, 
cementitious, self-levelling floor coatings are not the only 
ones to have become popular in recent years. Concrete and 
‘concrete-lookalike’ screeds are in great demand as floor co-
verings in industrial buildings and for ‘designer floors’.  

These floors are particularly easy to maintain and durable 
when they are polished to a fine finish. Fine polishing also 
prevents the risk of ingress of dirt due to what are often high 
loads, and it also looks much better.

Grinding and polishing technology has also developed 
considerably, in step with these increasingly efficient floor 
coverings. Now diamond pads are available that leave no 
scratches of any kind on the surfaces they clean.  

... and getting a high-sheen finish.

Sustainability and service lives greatly improved

In addition to the importance of preventive measures for 
effective protection against pollution, which should not be 
underestimated, aspects of sustainability and material con-
servation are becoming increasingly important.

Here, too, Schwamborn has set new standards with its first 
oscillating cleaning machine OES 430 (page 7), both in terms 
of floor area coverage of ease of handling: this enables clea-
ning staff to operate the machine for longer continuous pe-
riods.

Sustainability is an equally important topic. Here, cleaning 
pads were developed that clean efficiently, that conserve re-
sources by using less water and that are also more durable. 
The new style of FloorZilla cleaning pads, made of recycled 
material, are not the only example of this (page 8). 

POLISHING WITH SCHWAMBORN
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THE OSCILLATING ONE FROM SCHWAMBORN

Oscillation - the way to a clean outcome.
OES 430 – Extremely thorough and quiet, even at 1410 oscillations a minute

In addition, the OES 430 can be equipped with a water tank, 
perfectly suited for wet cleaning. A splash guard and suction 
ring specially developed for the OES ensure economical and 
precise use of water or effective suction. This is because the 
OES 430 can also be combined with a powerful industrial 
vacuum cleaner. Pads for polishing and scrubbing round off 
the well thought-out range of accessories.

With the sanding discs, which were also specially developed 
for oscillation technology, the machine can also be used for 
finishing and sanding screed floors, crystallising marble and 
sanding wooden floors.

Simplified, easy handling – ‘almost with one finger’

The smooth running and easy handling with the new oscil-
lation technology are outstanding. This allows the machine 
to be guided ‘virtually with one finger’ without much effort, 
which enables a high area output without fatigue of the 
cleaning force.

The OES 430 offers particular advantages for large surfaces 
and uneven substrates such as tiles or natural stone. 

This, in combination with the wide range of accessories, ma-
kes it the perfect maintenance cleaning machine for use in 
public facilities, airports, shopping centres, hotels, restau-
rants, pubs and office buildings.

* You can find more about our OES 430 on Page 12.

Schwamborn presents an oscillating cleaning machine for 
the first time with the OES 430

Good cleaning action is achieved when the discs on a clea-
ning machine are rotating. And if they are not only rotating 
but are also at the same time performing movements in all 
horizontal directions, this achieves greater effect while also 
making them easier to handle. These movements, in addi-
tion to rotary motion, are called oscillations.

This is why we are unveiling the OES 430, a cleaning machi-
ne that incorporates oscillation technology. “We aspire to 
accomplish more with our machines than simply to deliver 
Made in Germany mechanical engineering“, states Schwam-
born Product Manager Tobias Raab, “but instead, in combi-
nation with appropriate accessories, wish to provide solu-
tions for very specific applications”. We call our concept the 
Schwamborn System and it focuses directly upon the user.

We started out by developing a special PU pad, made ex-
clusively from recycled products, which is extremely hard-
wearing and suitable for general and maintenance cleaning 
of any hard floor surface. 

Equipment variants: The OES 430 oscillating single-disc machine can also 
be used in a versatile range of ways, equipped with a water tank or a 
vacuum cleaner.

The oscillating rotational motion causes horizontal movements in every 
conceivable direction. This achieves remarkably thorough cleaning.

THE OSCILLATING ONE FROM SCHWAMBORN
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FloorZilla cleaning pads
Improved cleaning performance, longer service life and sustainability

Two sizes - four variants

The pads are available in four variants, and with two diffe-
rent diameters. The following table illustrates the suitability 
of each for different levels of soiling and the most suitable 
type of cleaning to employ.

VreactiV is the name of the technology behind the innova-
tive “FloorZilla” cleaning pads, which enable improved clea-
ning performance with lower water consumption, without 
chemicals and with longer durability. Sustainably produced, 
developed and manufactured in Germany.

Improved cleaning power

Made entirely from recycled material, the pads consist of 
three layers. A fleece that ensures a secure hold on oscil-
lating and rotating single-disc machines, a PUR foam that 
also acts as a water reservoir and the five VreactiV surfaces 
in each case. The innovation consists in the firm bonding of 
millions of tiny silicon carbide grains on an elastic surface. 
This gives rise to 3D freedom of movement which significant-
ly improves cleaning performance. 

Increased contact pressure

In addition, the contact pressure is approx. 300% higher 
than that of conventional pads, which nevertheless enables 
gentle cleaning of natural stone, rubber, terrazzo, PVC and 
industrial floors.

Longer service lives

The VreactiV surfaces adapt so perfectly to the floor surface 
due to the movable SiC grains that there is significantly less 
wear and thus increased service life.

Use with floor cleaning machines

If you want to clean floors, you have to polish, shampoo, wet 
clean, spray clean but also crystallise. This is where the new 
FloorZilla pads fit perfectly into our philosophy: When used 
with rotating and oscillating single-disc machines, FloorZilla 
cleans effectively and cost-efficiently, protecting as well as 
cleaning the substrate.

The perfect combination: OES 430 with a FloorZilla cleaning pad

Properties

Floor coverings

FloorZilla hybrid is suitable for use on hard floors as well as 
elastic floor coverings*:

* Always check the suitability of the product before use

Improved  
cleaning power

Longer service 
life up to  
50,000 m²

No chemicals 
required 

Increased cost 
efficiency

Made from re-
cycled material

Concentrated power and expertise

Suitable for all rotating and oscillating single disc  

machines 

Ideal for use on all hard floors and flexible floor 

 coverings 

Maximum cleaning power with deep penetration 

Strong on dirt, gentle on the floor 

Can also be used on uneven surfaces 

Ideally suited for dry and wet use 

Natural stone   

Terrazzo 

Marble 

Screed/concrete

Industrial floors 

Epoxy resin 

Polyurethane 

PVC

THE NEW DIMENSION OF CLEANING PAD

THE NEW DIMENSION OF CLEANING PAD
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OES/ES – SINGLE DISC MACHINES

OVERVIEW – OES/ES – SINGLE DISC MACHINES

ES 330 ES 420

ES 420 duo

ES 51S

ES 430 ES 500

OES 430



10 OVERVIEW – EP/EU/STR – HIGHSPEED-MACHINES & MULTI-PURPOSE MACHINES

EP – HIGHSPEED-MACHINES

EP 430 EP 430 duo

EU 430 EU 510

EU – ULTRA HIGHSPEED-MACHINES

STR – MULTI-PURPOSE MACHINES

STR 500STR 703
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Applications

Intensive cleaning of a variety of flooring materials, professional cleaning of all 
flooring materials, daily maintenance cleaning, daily basic cleaning, dewaxing and 
polishing up of vinyl floors, for stubborn soiling, polishing and scrubbing,  
refurbishing and crystallising of marble, refurbishing and grinding of screed floors, 
grinding of wood floors

OES 430 – Oscillating single disc machine for all 
cleaning applications

The new OES 430 is a multifunctional, powerful and robust 
single disc floor cleaning machine with a working width of 430 
mm designed for professional cleaning and care of all hard floor 
types. Suitable for basic cleaning, polishing up, crystallising 
and finish grinding of wood floors, marble, screed, vinyl and 
much more. Very effective during maintenance cleaning and 
for stubborn soiling of surfaces. The oscillating head adapts to 
all surfaces and also enables problem-free working on uneven 
floors. Also optionally available with a tank or suction unit.

OES 430

Technical data
Ref. No.  720000
Voltage V  230
Frequency Hz  50
Power input W  1600
Oscillations r.p.m. 1410
Working width mm  430
Operating weight kg  50
Pad pressure g/cm2  36
Dimensions L x W x H  cm  62 x 45 x 122
Cable length m 12
Guide rod length mm  850
Noise level dB(A) 58
Ø – suction outlet mm 38

Special characteristics
Compact design for simple handling
Secure and effortless guiding
Powerful drive
Smooth and quiet running
Ergonomic carrying handle for easy portability
Maintenance-free
Rapid and uncomplicated tool changing
Ergonomic guide rod
Made of corrosion-protected material
Grinding accessories optionally available

Tank or vacuum cleaner optionally 
available

Ergonomic handle

Ergonomic carrying handle for 
easy portability

OES 430 Accessories and tools, cleaning from page 25
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Cleaning

Working up to the rim

CLEANING – ES 330

Applications

Polishing small areas, polishing to the edge, wet cleaning, spray cleaning,  
cleaning small areas and stairs

ES 330 – Easy-to-handle single-disc machine for ef-
ficient cleaning on small surfaces up to the edge

With a working width of 330 mm, the cleaning machine is sui-
table for small work surfaces. Depending on the accessories, 
it is ideal for cleaning and polishing surfaces and stairs as well 
as for wet and spray cleaning. The ES 330 is simple to operate 
and easy to transport.

ES 330

Technical data 
Ref. No.  611500
Drive  Gear transmission
Voltage V  230
Frequency Hz  50
Power input W  1000
Working width mm  330
Operating weight kg  18
Tool speed r.p.m.  165
Brush pressure g/cm2  30
Torque Nm  32
Guide rod length mm  850
Noise level dB(A)  58

Special characteristics
Motor overload protection
Planetary gear drive
Working up to the rim
Easy to transport

ES 330 Accessories and tools, cleaning from page 25
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Scrubbing

Shampooing

Applications

Polishing small areas, spray cleaning, shampooing, scrub, daily basic cleaning

ES 420 – Multi-purpose machine for daily cleaning 
tasks

The ES 420 professional single-disc machine is considered the 
all-rounder because it can be used in so many different ways. 
Whether spray cleaning, scrubbing, shampooing and polish-ing 
hard floors, the ES 420 is ideal for hard surfaces and textile 
floor coverings. Equipped with a gear drive and with overload 
protection for increased safety.

CLEANING – ES 420

Technical data
Ref. No.  614205 
Drive  Gear transmission
Voltage V  230
Frequency Hz  50
Power input W  1300
Working width mm  406/420
Operating weight kg  34,5
Tool speed r.p.m.  173
Brush pressure g/cm2  29
Torque Nm  44
Guide rod length mm  850
Noise level dB(A)  58

Special characteristics
DOC-Drive overload clutch
Laminated gear wheel
Central water feed

ES 420

Gear drive

ES 420 Accessories and tools, cleaning from page 25
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Shampooing

Two-speed for cleaning  
and polishing

CLEANING – ES 420 DUO

Applications

Polishing small areas, spray cleaning, shampooing, scrub

ES 420 duo – Multi-purpose machines for 
professional cleaning tasks

The powerful single-disc machine is ideal for scrub-
bing, spray cleaning, shampooing and polishing. 
The versatile ES 420 duo has a DOC drive overload 
clutch to protect against overload damage and all-
ows selection between two speed levels.

ES 420 DUO

Technical data
Ref. No.  612400 
Drive  Gear transmission
Voltage V  230
Frequency Hz  50
Power input W  1200/1800
Working width mm  406/420
Operating weight kg  43,5
Tool speed r.p.m.  144/288
Brush pressure g/cm2  37
Torque Nm  53/43
Guide rod length mm  850
Noise level dB(A)  58

Special characteristics
Central water feed
DOC-Drive overload clutch
Laminated gear wheel
Two speed solution ES 420 duo 140/280 
r.p.m.

Gear drive

ES 420 duo Accessories and tools, cleaning from page 25
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Applications

Polishing to the edge, wet cleaning, spray cleaning, shampooing

ES 430 – The versatile single-disc machine for 
daily maintenance cleaning

Equipped with a Poly-V belt drive, the machine is easy and 
ergonomic to operate. The ES 430 is suitable for the main-
tenance cleaning of all hard floor surfaces and carpeting. 
In combination with the wide range of accessories, this 
makes it the perfect cleaning machine for use in public 
facilities, hotels, restaurants and office buildings.

ES 430

Technical data   Equipment variants
Ref. No.  614308 614313 
Drive  belt belt
Voltage V  230 230
Frequency Hz  50 50
Power input W  1300 1300
Working width mm  430 430
Operating weight kg  32,5 25,5
Tool speed r.p.m.  165 165
Brush pressure g/cm2  30 32
Torque Nm  46 46
Guide rod length mm  850 850
Noise level dB(A)  58 58

Special characteristics
Dead man switch
Motor overload protection
Working up to the rim
Automatic belt tension
Large transport wheels

Working up to the rim

Carpet shampooing

Poly-V-belt drive

ES 430 Accessories and tools, cleaning from page 25
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Scrubbing

Applications

Polishing and crystallizing, spray cleaning, shampooing, cleaning and care of 
carpet and hard floors, crystallization of marble, daily basic cleaning

Shampooing

ES 500 – Single-disc machine with high area per-
formance

The versatile machine ES 500 with Gear transmission is equip-
ped with a 1600 W powerful motor and is extremely robust. 
With a working width of 510 mm, the single-disc machine is 
suitable for large areas and industrial properties. Depending 
on the accessories, it is ideal for cleaning and maintaining hard 
floors, carpet and for crystallising marble as well as for spray 
cleaning.

Crystallization

Technical data
Ref. No.  614700 
Drive  Gear transmission
Voltage V  230
Frequency Hz  50
Power input W  1600
Working width mm  510
Operating weight kg  46
Tool speed r.p.m.  158
Brush pressure g/cm2  30
Torque Nm  66
Guide rod length mm  850
Noise level dB(A)  58

Special characteristics
Working up to the rim
Multipurpose use
DOC-Drive overload clutch
Steel/hard tissue gear drive
High area coverage

ES 500

ES 500 Accessories and tools, cleaning from page 25

CLEANING – ES 500
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Cleaning

Cleaning

Metal gear drive

CLEANING – ES 51S

Applications

Grinding screeds, screed, asphalt, remove adhesives, coatings, for industrial 
object renovation, crystallize, industrial cleaning, suitable for the most deman-
ding cleaning tasks

ES 51S – Single-disc machine for heavy duty 
work in the cleaning industry

The ES 51S is ideal for industrial cleaning and property 
renovation due to its robust and heavy-duty construc-
tion. Equipped with a 2300 W powerful motor and me-
tal gear drive, the single-disc machine is the classic for 
demanding applications on large surfaces.

ES 51S

Technical data    Equipment variants
Ref. No.   607020 607030 
Drive  Gear, metal
Voltage V  230 400
Frequency Hz  50  50
Power input W  2300 1800
Working width mm  510 510
Operating weight kg  57 57
Tool speed r.p.m.  156 156
Brush pressure g/cm2  37 37
Torque Nm  110 110
Guide rod length mm  930 930
Noise level dB(A)  62 62
Cable length m 12 25

Special characteristics
Guide rod mounting with manual ad-
justment
For heavy duty work
High area coverage
Long service life
Motor and drive, dust-tight and splash-
proof
1500 Watt motor
Metal gear wheel

ES 51S Accessories and tools, cleaning from page 25
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Poly-V-belt drive

Polishing with brush

CLEANING – EP 430

Applications

High gloss polishing of hard floors, spray cleaning of hard floor

EP 430 – Classic high-speed machine for all 
polishing tasks

The EP 430 polisher is ideal for high-speed polishing 
and spray cleaning of all hard floors. The machine 
is optimally balanced, equipped with an ergonomic 
handle and thus sits securely in the hand in any wor-
king position.

EP 430

Technical data
Ref. No.  614804
Drive  Belt
Voltage V  230
Frequency Hz  50
Power input W  1800
Working width mm 430
Operating weight kg  35
Tool speed r.p.m.  400
Brush pressure g/cm2  33
Torque Nm  26
Guide rod length mm  850
Noise level dB(A)  58

Special characteristics
Motor overload protection
Working up to the rim
Automatic belt tension
Large transport wheels
With speed 400 r.p.m.
Central water feed

EP 430 Accessories and tools, cleaning from page 25
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Applications

High gloss polishing of hard floors, shampooing, spray cleaning of hard floors

EP 430 duo – Duo high-speed single-disc machine 
for professional cleaning and polishing tasks

The powerful and easy to guide EP 430 duo single disc machi-
ne is versatile with two speeds. Ideal for basic cleaning and 
high gloss polishing of hard floors as well as for shampooing 
carpeting.

CLEANING – EP 430 DUO

Technical data
Ref. No.  608351
Drive  Belt
Voltage V  230
Frequency Hz  50
Power input W  1200/1800
Working width mm  430
Operating weight kg  34,5
Tool speed r.p.m.  165 / 330
Brush pressure g/cm2  32
Torque Nm  46 / 37
Guide rod length mm  850
Noise level dB(A)  58

Special characteristics
Power supply cord, standard 12 m
Motor overload protection
Working up to the rim
Large transport wheels
Central water feed
Two-speed version with 165/330 r.p.m.
Multipurpose use

EP 430 DUO

Poly-V-belt drive

Two-speed solution

Cleaning and polishing

EP 430 duo Accessories and tools, cleaning from page 25
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Integrated dust control

Pad pressure, adjustable

Park position

CLEANING – ES 430

Applications

Polishing of coated PVC floors, linoleum floors, stone floors, spray cleaning

EU 430 – High-speed floor polishing machine 
with powerful extraction

The EU 430 is a professional polishing machine with 
integrated suction and is suitable for high-gloss po-
lishing of PVC floors, linoleum and stone floors. The 
flexible pad guide ensures even polishing results. The 
EU 430 is particularly quiet and low dust thanks to its 
passive dust control.

EU 430

Technical data
Ref. No.  614500 
Drive  Right gear
Voltage V  230
Frequency Hz  50
Power input W  1600
Working width mm  430
Operating weight kg  42,5
Tool speed r.p.m.  1480
pad pressure g/cm2  1-11
Torque Nm  7
Noise level dB(A)  58

Special characteristics
High area coverage
Very low noise level
Pad pressure adjustable
Integrated dust control
Safe and easy in application
Compact in transportation

EU 430 Accessories and tools, cleaning from page 25
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Applications

Polishing of coated PVC floors, linoleum floors, stone floors, spray cleaning

EU 510 – High-speed polishing machine for 
high gloss polishing

The EU 510 is a professional polishing machine with in-
tegrated suction and is ideal for high-gloss polishing of 
PVC floors, linoleum and stone floors. The flexible pad 
guide ensures even polishing results. Despite the high 
area performance, the EU 510 is very quiet in operation. 
The passive extraction ensures low-dust work.

EU 510

Technical data 
Ref. No.  614403 
Drive  Right gear
Voltage V  230
Frequency Hz  50
Power input W  1600
Working width mm  510
Operating weight kg  44
Tool speed r.p.m.  1480
pad pressure g/cm2  1-11
Torque Nm  7
Noise level dB(A)  58

Special characteristics
High area coverage
Very low noise level
Pad pressure adjustable
Integrated dust control
Safe and easy in application
Compact in transportation

Integrated dust control

Pad pressure, adjustable

Park position

EU 510 Accessories and tools, cleaning from page 25
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STR-handle bearing

CLEANING – STR 703

Applications

Grinding concrete, screed, asphalt, removing coatings, for industrial object re-
novation, remove weeds

STR 703 – Compact multi-purpose machine with 
petrol engine and speed control

The powerful STR 703 in petrol version is extremely robust 
and ideal for use in places without electrical power sup-
ply. This multi-purpose machine is equipped with infinitely 
variable speed control and sturdy guide bar bearing. The 
extra powerful 3.6 kW motor also enables use under dif-
ficult conditions with various working tools, whether for 
grinding concrete and screed or removing weeds and coa-
tings.control.

STR 703

Technical data
Ref. No.  795069 
Drive  Petrol
Power output kW  3.6
Working width mm  510
Operating weight kg  59
Tool speed r.p.m.  0-136
Brush pressure g/cm2  38
Torque Nm  0-212
Guide rod length mm  1200
Noise level dB(A)  63

Special characteristics
Multipurpose use
Petrol version with 4000 Watt
Stepless speed control  
from 0–180 r.p.m.
Robust design

STR 703 Accessories and tools, cleaning from page 25

Weed control

Remove weeds
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cleaning brushes

Applications

Grinding screeds, screed, remove adhesives, coatings, fillers, regulate uneven floors, 
polishing of concrete, screeds, wood and natural stone floors, cleaning of concrete, 
screeds, wood and natural stone floors

STR 500 – Versatile grinding and polishing 
machine with trio planetary gear

The STR 500 is a robust, versatile grinding and po-
lishing machine with a 4-fold increase in grinding 
and polishing performance. The machine offers 
even power transmission across the entire wor-
king width thanks to the trio planetary gear and in 
combination with heavy and sturdy single and triple 
discs. It is ideal for grinding, polishing and cleaning 
concrete, screed and for removing adhesives and 
coatings. Equipped with water tank, splash guard 
and suction ring.

CLEANING – STR 500

Technical data   Equipment variants
Ref. No.   107213 107215 
Drive  Gear, metal
Voltage V  400 400
Frequency Hz  50 50
Power input W  2200 2200
Working width mm  480 480
No. of tools mm  3 x 150 3 x 150
Grinding pressure, max. kg  88 88
Operating weight kg  83 - 107 83 - 107
Tool speed r.p.m.  72-300/145-600 72-300/145-600
Tank l  10 10
Guide rod length mm  930 1200
Noise level dB(A)  62 62

Special characteristics
Grinding and polishing is 4 times quicker
Diamond floating device
ETX – Easy tool exchange
Working close to edges
Splash guard and suction ring
Multipurpose use
Metal gear wheel

STR 500

STR 500 Accessories and tools, cleaning from page 25
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FloorZilla Pads

FloorZilla hybrid 
(Ref. No. 722214)  
Ø 406 mm, green, set = 3 Pcs.

FloorZilla hybrid 
(Ref. No. 722215)  
Ø 406 mm, yellow, set = 3 Pcs.

FloorZilla hybrid 
(Ref. No. 722216)  
Ø 406 mm, red, set = 3 Pcs.

FloorZilla hybrid 
(Ref. No. 722217)  
Ø 406 mm, black, set = 3 Pcs.

FloorZilla hybrid 
(Ref. No. 722218)  
Ø 430 mm, green, set = 3 Pcs.

FloorZilla hybrid 
(Ref. No. 722219)  
Ø 430 mm, yellow, set = 3 pcs. Pcs

FloorZilla hybrid 
(Ref. No. 722220)  
Ø 430 mm, red, set = 3 Pcs.

FloorZilla hybrid 
(Ref. No. 722221)  
Ø 430 mm, black, set = 3 Pcs.

CLEANING - ACCESSORIES

CLEANING ACCESSORIES

Wet cleaning, shampooing, polishing, spray cleaning, crystal-
lisation, weed removal or abrasive grinding account for the 
main types of floor cleaning technique. Schwamborn also stri-
ves to deliver comprehensive, user-oriented problem-solving 
in the care and cleaning of floors. This is reflected in its wide 
product range of what are known as single-disc machines and 
its even wider range of accessories: Brushes for cleaning and 
stripping, pads for grinding and polishing, smoothing tools, 

Cleaning machine

Solution

Tools & accessories ChemicalsSuction

System Schwamborn
A combination of machine and accessories is the solution

Grinding, scrubbing, polishing, crystallising, wet cleaning,  
dry cleaning, shampooing, annealing, weeding, protecting and vacuuming

gouging tools and chemicals for cleaning, tempering and crys-
tallising floors.

In this way, the right combination of machine and accessories 
delivers a perfect solution for general and maintenance clea-
ning as well as for the protection and renovation of floors. 
Powerful dust extraction (partially integrated) and effective 
chemical aids round off the range on offer.
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Pads

Steel wool pad
(Ref. No. 515700)  
Ø 430 mm, 5 Pcs.

Pad
(Ref. No. 530700)  
Ø 406 mm, white, 5 Pcs.

Pad
(Ref. No. 530800)  
Ø 430 mm, white, 5 Pcs.

Pad
(Ref. No. 608043)  
Ø 508 mm, white, 5 Pcs.

Pad 
(Ref. No. 530900)  
Ø 406 mm, red, 5 Pcs.

Pad
(Ref. No. 531000)  
Ø 430 mm, red, 5 Pcs.

Pad
(Ref. No. 608044)  
Ø 508 mm, red, 5 Pcs.

Pad
(Ref. No. 531100)  
Ø 406 mm, blue, 5 Pcs.

Pad
(Ref. No. 531200)  
Ø 430 mm, blue, 5 Pcs.

Pad
(Ref. No. 608045)  
Ø 508 mm, blue, 5 Pcs.

Pad
(Ref. No. 531300)  
Ø 406 mm, brown, 5 Pcs.

Pad
(Ref. No. 531400)  
Ø 430 mm, brown, 5 Pcs.

Pad
(Ref. No. 608046)  
Ø 508 mm, brown, 5 Pcs.

Pad
(Ref. No. 532900)  
Ø 406 mm, Hi-Pro, 5 Pcs.

Pad
(Ref. No. 533100)  
Ø 430 mm, Hi-Pro, 5 Pcs.

Pad
(Ref. No. 534000)  
Ø 430 mm, black, 5 Pcs.

CLEANING - ACCESSORIES

CLEANING ACCESSORIES
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Cleaning Brushes

Schampoo brush
(Ref. No. 611542)  
PPN 0.3, Ø 330 mm

Schampoo brush 
(Ref. No. 404500)  
Nylon 0.3, Ø 420 mm

Schampoo brush 
(Ref. No. 608463)  
Nylon 0.4, Ø 430 mm

Schampoo brush
(Ref. No. 502000)  
Nylon 0.45, Ø 460 mm

Scrubbing brush
(Ref. No. 611540)  
PPN 0.6, Ø 330 mm

Scrubbing brush 
(Ref. No. 404400)  
PPN 0.7, Ø 420 mm

Scrubbing brush
(Ref. No. 403000)  
PPN/wire, Ø 420 mm

Scrubbing brush
(Ref. No. 409900)  
SICA, 180, Ø 420 mm, hard

Scrubbing brush
(Ref. No. 423100)  
PPN 0.6, medium, Ø 430 mm

Scrubbing brush
(Ref. No. 500000)  
PPN 0.7, Ø 510 mm, medium

Scrubbing brush 
(Ref. No. 501600)  
PPN/wire, Ø 510 mm, hard

Scrubbing brush
(Ref. No. 502400)  
PPN, 0.5, Ø 510 mm, soft

Scrubbing brush
(Ref. No. 511800)  
PPN 0.5, Ø 510 mm, soft

Pads

Pad
(Ref. No. 608047)  
Ø 508 mm, black, 5 Pcs.

Melamin Pad Supreme
(Ref. No. 722186)  
Ø 432 mm, 5 Pcs.

PU Pad
(Ref. No. 722187)  
Ø 432 mm, 5 Pcs.

CLEANING - ACCESSORIES

CLEANING ACCESSORIES
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Cleaning Brushes

Scrubbing brush
(Ref. No. 510000)  
PPN 0.7, Ø 510 mm, medium

Scrubbing brush
(Ref. No. 511000)  
PPN/wire, Ø 510 mm, hard

Scrubbing brush
(Ref. No. 503400)  
SICA, 180, Ø 510 mm, hard

Scrubbing brush
(Ref. No. 513100)  
SICA, 180, Ø 510 mm, hard

Scrubbing brush
(Ref. No. 720082)  
PPN 0.6, Ø 430 mm

Scrubbing brush
(Ref. No. 720083)  
SICA hard Grain 80

Polishing brush
(Ref. No. 611541)  
Union, Ø 330 mm

Polishing brush
(Ref. No. 404300)  
Union, Ø 420 mm

Polishing brush
(Ref. No. 501100)  
Union, Ø 510 mm

Polishing brush 
(Ref. No. 510100)  
Union, Ø 510 mm

Layer Stripping Brushes

Spring steel brush
(Ref. No. 510200)  
short bristles, Ø 430 mm

Spring steel brush 
(Ref. No. 795174)  
oblique bristles, Ø 510 mm

Brush, 5-head, cross wire
(Ref. No. 520800)  
Ø 580 mm

Brush, 5-head
(Ref. No. 511200) 
Ø 540 mm

Brush, 5-head, stranded wire
(Ref. No. 795176)  
Ø 470 mm

CLEANING - ACCESSORIES

CLEANING ACCESSORIES
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SB-Trio Planetary Gear Drive

SB Trio planetary gear drive
(Ref. No. 612075)  

ETX carrier plate
(Ref. No. 612100)  
Ø 150 mm

Brush PPN/wire
(Ref. No. 612104)  

Cast steel wire brush
(Ref. No. 612105)  

Polypropylene brush, blue
(Ref. No. 612106)  

SICA brush
(Ref. No. 612107)  
Korn 180

Pad Holders And Carrier Plates

HS-Stabipad
(Ref. No. 412800)  
high speed, Ø 406 mm, for pads

HS-Padholder
(Ref. No. 412700)  
high speed, for pads, Ø 430 mm

LS-Stabipad
(Ref. No. 405401)  
Ø 406 mm, for pads

LS-Stabipad
(Ref. No. 517701)  
Ø 480 mm, for 508 mm pads

LS-Stabipad
(Ref. No. 517601)  
Ø 480 mm, for 508 mm pads

LS-Padholder
(Ref. No. 611543)  
for pads, Ø 330 mm

LS-Padholder
(Ref. No. 610630)  
low speed, for pads, Ø 430 mm

Pad drive plate
(Ref. No. 720081)  
Ø 430 mm with fastening

Grinding plate 
(Ref. No. 720087)  
Ø 430 mm with fastening

Diamond pad holder
(Ref. No. 720095)  
Ø 430 mm, 3-head, Ø 150 mm for diamond pads

CLEANING - ACCESSORIES

CLEANING ACCESSORIES
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Suction Rings

Suction ring with brush collar
(Ref. No. 422700)  

Suction ring with brush collar
(Ref. No. 612005)  
brush collar, for ES 420/ES 420 Duo

Splash guard and suction ring with hose
(Ref. No. 612110)  
Ø 50 mm, for SB Trio planetary gear drive

Splash guard and suction ring
(Ref. No. 720090)  

Suction ring
(Ref. No. 615401)  
hose Ø 50 mm

Dust Extractor

Basket 
(Ref. No. 605301)  
Basket for SDC 120

SDC 120
(Ref. No. 605335)  
suction unit, 230V/50 Hz, 1200 W, V2A

Hepafilter
(Ref. No. 605336)  

Cloth filter
(Ref. No. 605337)  

Textile bags
(Ref. No. 605338)  
10 Pcs.

Dust bag
(Ref. No. 608098)  
5 Pcs.

Other cleaning accessories

Shampoo device
(Ref. No. 403300)  
with hose, nozzle, tank cover, cpl.

Shampoo blower
(Ref. No. 410253)  
220–240V/50 & 60 Hz

Tank
(Ref. No. 615149)  
10 litres, STR-handle 1200 mm

Tank
(Ref. No. 615150)  
10 litres, STR-handle 850 mm

Tank
(Ref. No. 615156)  
10 litres, STR-handle 930 mm

CLEANING - ACCESSORIES

CLEANING ACCESSORIES
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1. Validity of the terms
(1)	 All	our	quotations,	deliveries	and	services	are	implemented	exclusively	on	the	basis	of	these	terms,	

even	if	not	specifically	mentioned	during	contractual	negotiations.	They	apply	to	all	contracts	
with	contractors,	legal	representatives	of	public	corporations	and	separate	estates	under	public	
law	(hereinafter	known	as	the	purchaser).	They	are	also	applicable	for	all	future	business	rela-
tions,	deliveries	and	services	concerning	the	purchaser,	even	if	in	future	they	are	not	expressly	
mentioned	or	agreed	again.	Our	terms	are	deemed	to	be	applicable	at	the	latest	on	acceptance	
of the goods or the service provided by us.

(2)	 The	purchaser’s	own	business	terms	do	not	apply,	even	if	we	have	not	disputed	these	and	still	
undertake	the	business.	This	is	also	true	for	those	clauses	in	the	purchaser’s	terms,	which	touch	
on	matters,	not	contained	in	our	terms,	which	are	a	charge	on	us	in	spite	of	the	law.	

(3)	 If	the	purchaser	is	not	in	agreement	with	this	method	of	working,	he	must	at	once	make	this	
fact	clear	in	a	special	letter.	In	such	a	case	we	reserve	the	right	to	decline	the	contract,	without	
it being possible to make any claims whatsoever against us. 

2.	Quotations	and	delivery	terms
(1)	 Our	quotations	are	not	binding,	unless	something	different	is	specifically	laid	down.	A	binding	

contract as a result of an order placed by the purchaser acquires legal validity only on receipt 
of	our	written	confirmation	of	the	contract	or	through	the	acceptance	by	the	purchaser	of	the	
object	supplied	or	of	the	service	we	provided	(whichever	takes	place	first).

(2)	 Oral	agreements	are	binding	on	us	only	when	we	have	confirmed	them	in	writing.	
(3)	 Our	delivery	or	service	provided	takes	place	ex	works,	unless	agreed	otherwise.	
(4)	 The	deciding	factor	relating	to	the	condition	of	the	object	or	service	provided	by	us	is	the	infor-

mation	contained	in	our	specification.	
(5)	 Unless	expressly	agreed	otherwise,	we	provide	no	kind	of	guarantee,	in	particular	neither	a	gu-

arantee	as	to	condition	nor	as	to	shelf	life.	Information	relating	to	an	object	or	service	provided	
does	not	constitute	consent	to	the	acceptance	of	liability	concerning	procurement.	

3. Threat to the solvency of the purchaser
If	we	are	obliged	to	undertake	work	in	advance,	we	can	decline	the	work	incumbent	upon	us	if	it	

becomes	clear	to	us,	only	after	concluding	the	contract,	that	our	claim	is	endangered	by	the	
lack	of	solvency	on	the	part	of	the	purchaser	and	indeed	until	compensation	is	effectuated	
or	security	provided	to	this	effect.	We	can	set	the	purchaser	an	appropriate	period	of	time,	in	
which	the	latter,	at	his	discretion,	either	has	to	effectuate	the	compensation	contemporaneously	
with our service or provide security. Should this period expire without this being done we can 
withdraw from the contract. 

4.	Delivery	time
(1) A delivery period or period for accomplishing a service commences when the contract becomes 

fully	effective,	i.e.	normally	with	the	receipt	of	our	contract	confirmation,	unless	otherwise	agreed	
in an individual case. 

(2)	 The	delivery	period	or	period	for	accomplishing	a	service	is	extended	by	the	time,	during	which	
the	purchaser	for	his	part	does	not	fulfil	or	not	fulfil	properly	his	required	obligation	to	co-operate	
or	his	obligation	to	make	a	payment	in	advance.	

(3)	 If,	before	delivery	of	the	object	to	be	supplied,	the	purchaser	requires	another	version	of	the	
same	article,	differing	in	any	respect,	the	term	of	the	delivery	period	will	be	interrupted	until	
agreement	is	reached	thereon	and	extended	appropriately	if,	because	of	the	alteration,	it	is	
no longer possible or reasonable for us to adhere to the previous delivery period or period for 
accomplishing a service. 

(4)	 If,	following	conclusion	of	the	contract,	we	are	prevented	from	fulfilling	our	delivery	or	providing	
a	service	because	of	the	occurrence	of	unforeseeable,	exceptional	circumstances,	which	we	could	
not avert in spite of carrying out the care necessary in accordance with the circumstances of the 
individual	instance,	the	delivery	period	or	period	for	accomplishing	a	service	will	be	extended	
appropriately	insofar	as	these	circumstances	lead	to	delays.	This	is	particularly	applicable	if	we	can	
prove	that,	in	spite	of	careful	selection	of	our	suppliers	and	in	spite	of	concluding	the	necessary	
contracts	concerning	appropriate	terms,	we	were	not	supplied	on	time	by	our	suppliers.	We	can	
invoke	this	clause	only	if	we	have	notified	the	purchaser	immediately	of	the	occurrence	of	these	
circumstances. 

(5)	 Should	the	delay	referred	to	in	Section	4	last	longer	than	1	month,	both	parties	are	entitled	to	
withdraw	from	the	part	of	the	contract,	which	has	not	yet	been	fulfilled.	

(6) Claims against us for damages on account of delays in delivery or performance of services or for 
non-fulfilled	deliveries	or	provision	of	services	are	excluded,	unless	there	is	gross	negligence	or	
malice	aforethought	on	the	part	of	ourselves,	our	legal	representatives	or	agents.	This	exclusion	
of	liability	does	not	apply	with	respect	to	damage	arising	from	injury	to	life,	limb	or	health	or	
which	is	based	on	an	infringement	of	an	important	contractual	obligation	(so-called	cardinal	
obligation)	or	if	we,	exceptionally,	have	provided	a	guarantee	for	punctual	delivery	or	performance	
of	a	service.	In	the	case,	however,	of	an	unintentional	infringement	of	an	important	obligation	
(cardinal	obligation)	or	of	one	which	is	not	due	to	gross	negligence,	liability	is	limited	to	typical	
contractual	and	foreseeable	damage,	if	no	damage	has	arisen	as	a	result	of	injury	to	life,	limb	or	
health and we have also not provided any guarantee for punctual delivery or performance of a 
service. 

(7)	 Section	6	applies	with	respect	to	claims	for	reimbursement	of	expenses	in	accordance	with	§	
284 of the Civil Code. 

5. Prices
(1)	 All	prices,	unless	expressly	agreed	otherwise,	are	net	prices	in	Euro	plus	the	legal	Value	Added	

Tax	we	have	to	pay	at	the	time	in	question.	
(2)	 Unless	otherwise	agreed,	deliveries	of	goods	with	a	contractual	value	smaller	than	50	€	will	be	

undertaken	only	for	cash	on	delivery,	plus	a	processing	surcharge	of	15	€.	
(3) For goods we agree to accept back we charge a re-stocking fee of 15%.

6. Payment terms
(1) Invoices for repairs are payable immediately without discount.
(2)	 Unless	otherwise	agreed,	other	payments	by	the	purchaser	for	deliveries	and	services	are	to	be	

made	without	any	deduction	within	30	days	of	the	date	of	the	invoice;	payments	made	within	10	
days	of	the	date	of	the	invoice	are	entitled	to	a	discount	of	2%.	The	deciding	factor	is	the	receipt	
of	the	relevant	sum	in	our	account.	If	the	purchaser	pays	by	instalments,	the	discount	as	a	whole	
is applicable only if all instalments take place within the discount period. 

(3)	 Unless	otherwise	agreed,	our	field	representatives	are	not	entitled	to	collect	payments.	
(4)	 The	purchaser	is	entitled	to	offset	payments	with	counter-claims	only	if	the	counter-claim,	which	

is	to	be	offset,	is	established	as	being	undisputed	or	legally	effective.	The	same	applies	to	esta-
blishing a right of lien.

(5)	 Unless	expressly	agreed	otherwise,	we	reserve	the	right	to	decline	bills	of	exchange	or	cheques.	
If	the	purchaser	pays	by	means	of	a	bill	or	a	cheque,	without	there	being	an	agreement	to	this	
effect,	and	we	accept	this,	this	is	done	only	because	it	is	payment	of	a	debt,	so	that	a	payment	
takes	place	only	when	it	is	effectively	cleared.	All	costs	in	connection	with	the	discounting	of	bills	
or	cheques	are	charged	to	the	purchaser.	We	are	not	responsible	for	the	punctual	presentation	
of bills or cheques.

(6)	 Should	payment	periods	be	exceeded,	default	interest	will	be	charged	at	a	rate	of	8%	p.a.	plus	
basic interest of the European Central Bank.

7.	Retention	of	title
(1)	 The	goods	supplied	remain	our	property	until	full	payment	has	been	made	for	all	claims	arising	

out	of	the	business	relationship	with	the	purchaser	existing	at	the	time	of	the	transfer	of	liability,	
including	all	secondary	claims.	This	applies,	however,	only	to	claims,	which	arise	on	account	of	
or as a result of the validity of these business terms. 

(2)	 For	payments	by	cheque	or	bill	of	exchange	retention	of	title	ceases	only	with	the	redemption	of	
these	by	the	purchaser	as	drawee	and	the	reimbursement	of	possible	discounting	and	collection	
charges. 

(3)	 The	purchaser	is	responsible	for	handling	goods,	which	are	still	subject	to	our	retention	of	title	

(reserved	goods),	carefully	and	for	carrying	out	possible	service-,	maintenance-	and	repair	work	
necessary	to	maintain	their	value.	He	is	liable	for	the	loss	of	and	all	damage	to	the	reserved	goods,	
even if he is not at fault. 

(4)	 He	may	neither	pledge,	hire	out	or	loan	the	reserved	goods	nor	dispose	of	them,	except	as	
authorised	in	accordance	with	Section	7.	

(5)	 If	the	purchaser	does	not	fulfil	his	obligations	concerning	the	proper	treatment	of	the	reserved	
goods,	although	we	have	provided	him	with	an	appropriate	period	to	remedy	the	matter,	we	
can also repossess them. 

(6)	 If	we	make	use	of	our	right	to	repossess	the	reserved	goods,	rescission	of	the	contract	occurs	only	
if	we	have	expressly	stated	this	in	writing.	We	are	entitled	to	charge	the	purchaser	an	appropriate	
amount	for	our	expenditure	in	connection	with	a	repossession,	for	which	he	is	responsible.	

(7)	 If	the	reserved	goods	are	attached	or	claimed	in	any	manner	by	a	third	party	we	are	to	be	no-
tified	by	the	sending	of	copies	of	all	documents	(e.g.	distraint	document)	in	the	possession	of	
the	purchaser.	The	purchaser	is	specifically	obliged	to	draw	attention	to	our	property.	All	costs	
incurred	by	us	in	resisting	an	unjustified	action	against	us	are	to	be	reimbursed	by	the	purchaser,	
insofar as they are not to be borne by the third party and the purchaser is responsible for the 
action.	

(8) If the purchaser is a retailer he can dispose of the reserved goods as part of a normal business 
transaction;	in	this	case	claims	arising	from	the	disposal	of	the	reserved	goods	will	already	have	
been	assigned	to	us	as	security	for	the	claims	secured	through	the	retention	of	title	for	the	
amount	of	the	invoiced	value	of	the	reserved	goods	agreed	with	us,	without	requiring	a	further	
declaration.	The	purchaser	is	empowered	to	collect	claims	for	us	arising	out	of	the	resale	of	the	
reserved	goods.	We	can	annul	the	collection	authority	at	any	time,	if	the	purchaser	gets	into	
arrears	with	his	payment	obligations	towards	us	or	becomes	unable	to	pay	or	the	opening	of	
insolvency	proceedings	against	his	estate	is	demanded.	As	long	as	an	annulment	of	the	collection	
authority	has	not	been	taken	by	us,	we	ourselves	will	not	collect	the	claim.	

(9)	 If	the	value	of	the	securities,	to	which	we	are	entitled	by	reason	of	this	clause,	exceeds	the	value	
of	our	secured	claims	together	with	subsidiary	claims	by	more	than	15%,	we	will	release	the	
excess	securities.	All	other	rights	of	the	purchaser	to	request	a	release	should	the	amount	of	
the	security	become	excessive	remain	unaffected.	

8. Purchaser’s rights with respect to defects
(1)	 If	we	are	responsible	for	delivering	a	newly	manufactured	article	or	providing	a	service	and	if	the	

object	being	delivered	or	the	service	being	provided	exhibits	a	defect	at	the	time	at	which	the	
risk	passes,	we	are	responsible,	at	our	discretion,	for	repairing	the	defect	or	(as	part	of	a	sales’	
agreement)	supplying	a	fault-free	article	or	(as	part	of	a	work	contract)	providing	a	new	service.	
The	expenditure	necessary	for	the	purpose	of	the	appropriate	rectification	work,	in	particular	
the	costs	of	transportation,	route,	work	and	materials	are	to	be	borne	by	us.	

(2)	 If	the	rectification	work,	for	which	we	are	responsible	in	accordance	with	Section	1,	fails,	the	
purchaser	can	withdraw	from	the	contract	or	reduce	the	compensation	due	to	us	through	a	
statement. Insofar as nothing else occurs subsequently and we have not fraudulently concealed 
the	defect	or	have	provided	a	guarantee	for	the	condition	of	the	article	or	of	the	service,	further	
claims	on	the	part	of	the	purchaser	regarding	a	defect,	on	whatever	legal	grounds,	are	excluded.	

(3)	 Claims	for	compensation	as	a	result	of	a	defect	remain	in	existence	in	the	following	cases,	in	spite	
of	the	exclusion	of	liability	contained	in	Section	2:

–	 for	damage	arising	from	injury	to	life,	limb	and	health,	which	are	caused	by	a	culpable	infringement	
of	duty	on	the	part	of	ourselves,	our	legal	representatives	or	agents,

– for other damage arising from a grossly negligent or malicious infringement of duty on the part 
of	ourselves,	of	one	of	our	legal	representatives	or	agents,

– in the case of liability on the basis of the product liability law.
(4)	 Claims	for	compensation	for	simple	negligence	on	our	part	are,	incidentally,	also	not	excluded,	

insofar	as	an	infringement	of	an	important	contractual	obligation	(so-called	cardinal	obligation)	
has	brought	about	the	damage.	In	this	case,	however,	for	an	instance	of	simple	negligence	only	
contractually	typical,	foreseeable	damage	can	be	required	to	be	replaced	by	us,	unless	an	incident	
described	in	Section	3	has	occurred	at	the	same	time.

(5)	 Claims	on	the	part	of	the	purchaser	for	defects	on	account	of	an	insignificant	decrease	in	the	
value	or	the	serviceableness	of	the	object	supplied	or	in	the	service	provided	are	not	acceptable,	
subject	to	the	provision	in	Section	7.	We	are	not	liable	for	penalties,	which	the	purchaser	has	
agreed	with	third	parties.

(6)	 If	the	object	supplied	is	a	second-hand	one,	all	rights	of	the	purchaser	regarding	the	existence	
of	a	material	defect	are	excluded,	subject	to	the	provision	in	Section	7.	

(7)	 The	exclusions	of	liability	in	Section	5	and	Section	6	do	not	apply	if	we	have	maliciously	covered	up	
the	defect	or	have	provided	a	guarantee	as	to	the	condition	of	the	article	or	the	service	provided,	
as	well	as	in	the	case	of	claims	for	compensation	in	the	instances	listed	in	Sections	3	and	4.	

(8)	 The	aforementioned	regulations	concerning	the	exclusion	or	continuance	in	force	of	claims	for	
compensation	apply	similarly	to	possible	claims	on	the	part	of	the	purchaser	for	reimbursement	
of	pointless	expenditure	in	accordance	with	§	437	No.	3	of	the	Civil	Code	or	§	634	No.	4	of	the	
Civil	Code	together	with	§	284	of	the	Civil	Code.	

(9)	 Claims	on	the	part	of	the	purchaser	for	restitution	lapse	after	one	year	from	the	delivery	of	
the	object	supplied	in	the	case	of	a	sales’	contract	or,	in	the	case	of	a	work	contract,	from	the	
acceptance of the service provided. This does not apply

–	 if	an	incident	listed	in	§	438	Section	1	No.	2	of	the	Civil	Code	or	in	§	634	Section	1	No.	2	of	the	
Civil Code occurs or 

–	 if	the	defect	was	maliciously	concealed	by	us	or	if	we	have	provided	a	guarantee	as	to	the	condition	
of the object supplied or of the service provided. 

(10)	The	rights	of	the	purchaser	to	reduction	and	rescission,	arising	from	§	437	No.	2	or	§	634	No.	3	
of	the	Civil	Code,	are	excluded	if	the	claim	for	restitution	is	invalid	by	lapse	of	time,	taking	into	
account	particularly	the	regulations	contained	in	Section	9,	and	we	refer	to	this	fact.	He	can,	
however,	refuse	payment	of	the	purchase	price	or	payment	for	the	service	provided	insofar	as	
he	would	be	entitled	to	do	so	by	reason	of	the	rescission	or	right	to	reduction.	

(11)	Peremptory	rights	on	the	part	of	the	purchaser,	such	as	the	purchaser’s	rights	as	a	contractor	to	
recourse	in	accordance	with	§	478	of	the	Civil	Code	are	not	excluded	or	limited	by	these	clauses.	

(12)	If	we	prove	that	a	complaint	by	the	purchaser	was	unjustified,	the	purchaser	has	to	reimburse	
us	the	costs	incurred,	including	the	costs	of	the	investigation	and	return	transportation.	

9. Other exclusion of liability
In	all	other	cases,	i.e.	not	dealt	with	in	Item	4,	Section	6	and	Item	9,	we	are	liable	for	compensation	

only	if	it	is	a	matter	of	a	grossly	negligent	or	premeditated	infringement	of	duty	on	the	part	of	
ourselves,	our	legal	representatives	or	agents.	This	exclusion	of	liability	does	not	apply:

–	 for	damage	caused	by	injury	to	life,	limb	and	health
–	 insofar	as	an	infringement	of	an	important	contractual	obligation	(so-called	cardinal	obligation)	

has brought about the damage.
– in the case of liability on the basis of the product liability law.

10.	Place	of	fulfilment	and	court	of	jurisdiction
(1)	 The	place	of	fulfilment	and	place	of	performance	is	Wangen-Göppingen	(Germany),	unless	agreed	

otherwise. 
(2)	 The	exclusive	court	of	jurisdiction	for	all	disputes	arising	directly	or	indirectly	out	of	the	contrac-

tual	relationship,	including	action	on	a	cheque	or	bill	of	exchange,	is	the	competent	court	for	our	
headquarters.	Should	we	appear	as	plaintiff	or	petitioner	we	are	also	entitled	to	appeal	to	the	
competent court for the purchaser’s headquarters instead of to the former. 

11. Applicable law
(1)	 The	contractual	relationship	is	subject	exclusively	to	German	law.
(2)	 Should	one	of	the	aforementioned	clauses	be	or	become	invalid	at	law,	the	validity	of	the	remaining	

clauses	is	not	thereby	affected.
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